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Editor-in-Chief of Legenda Lucy Wright
Business Manager of Legenda Margaret Stacey
Song-Leader Theodate Johnson
Abbott Achieves Non-Stop
Flight for Class of 1929
In a flight backed by the Class of
1929 the members listed above made a
non-stop flight from Nomination to
Election, and were formally raised to
the rank of officers at May-Day step-
singing. Crowds lined the Chapel steps
and mobbed the roadway as the official
cars preceded by an impressive official
band, reached the official platform for
the official welcome. Mayor Goehst,
whose rapid rise
sition from the
Barn, made good use of his former
talent in sallies of welcome to Com-
mander Abbott, Major Krolik, Lord
Wright and Financial Backer Stacey.
The prima-donna passenger, Mme.
Johnson, was alone able to upset the
Mayor's equilibrium with an effusive
salute, French fashion.
Twin telegraph boys brought the
news that Dean Frances Knapp is 29's
honorary member from the faculty.
Miss Knapp first became Dean of
Freshmen in the fall of 1925 when
1929 arrived at Wellesley. The class
feeling a claim as her first freshmen
elected Dean Knapp unanimously. The
other honorary member of the class is
the scientist of note who so recently
spoke before the college, Professor




PHI SIGMA, and A.K.X.
will hold open house
for 1929 and 1930
Wednesday, May 16, 3:30 to 5:30
and Friday, May 18, 8:00 to 9:30
Gift of $50,000 Comes to
Fire Swimmers' Enthusiasm
Step Singing simply bounced with
exciting things on Saturday night, and
certainly not least among them was
Tony Deppeler's announcement of the
>nt offer for the swimming pool
d. A person, still unknown to those
charge, has promised to provide
7 thousand dollars ($50,000) for the
pool. On hearing this, everyone cheered
diately with lusty voices, but then
was made, that this money would be
when Wellesley had raised the
first $150,000 of the $200,000 necessary.
Such an offer should rouse us all to
realize that sitting and longing for a
3r for a benefactor to provide one
lever achieve the actual tiles and
ling reality, for whether we are re-
ded by our friend of the recent of-
depends completely on our zeal and
determination in putting the drive over
scraped together, and more should
rn up to swell the tide of the Pound-
's poster. The work of individuals
nong their friends and relatives is
ry effective, and valuable, but a burst
real concerted action by the stu-
nts for whom the pool is being pro-
red could put the project over with
flourish. The Vaudeville being given
Friday night is i
heavy support, an
1st has prompted them to pay ad-
Awake, ye lethargic souls who yet long
the - life!




Mrs. Bullard Margaret Glass
Noanett Aileen Shaw
Clinton Thelma Wade
11 Abbott Shirley Smith















May 17 will usher in a new an
portant Academic Council, wi
galaxy of familiar figures and :
epoch-making decisions. The classes
of '29 and '30 are particularly urged ti
appear in order to aid the august bod;
in its deliberations, and to participati
in the final decrees. The time is 3:4C
the place Alumnae Hall and the guests
the members of '29 and '30.
On May 12, at 2 P. M„ the els
1931 will for the first time draw for
rooms, and learn the joys of getting
below 100 and the sorrows of getting
above 400. At any rate, they nee<
have no fear about spending the soph
omore year in Dower, Fiske, or Home
stead, for these houses will be open
next year.
The Student Volunteer Union of
Greater Boston will hold the annual
May meeting at Wellesley on Ms
Mr. Leslie Adkins, recently reti
pastor at Old South Church, will :








ership to all Sophomores and
Dciety Juniors, who are interest-
; 7:15 Friday, May 11th, in Bil-
lings Hall.
On Friday and Saturday evenings,
May 11 and 12, at 8 P. M., Society Zeta
Alpha will present at its Annual Semi-
Open Meetings, Martin Flavius' Chil-
n of the Moon. Harriet Parsons,
head of work, is in charge of the
formance, while the cast includes
jeth Thexton, Helen Steers. Edith
Gluck, Marie Eckhardt, Virginia On-
rik and Louise Lange. Miss Smaill
has kindly consented to help put the
finishing touches on the play, which
; the end of a year spent in the
study of Modern American Drama.
On Monday, May 14. Professor O. C.
Lockhart, of Buffalo, who was last year
nber of the Kemmerer Commis-
!.,;.
the government of these
the reorganization c
sterns, will talk to the s
Economics 210 on the exper
the Commission.
Musical Vespers




Choir: Jesu dulcis memoria
Victoria
-gan: Pastorale in F J. S. Bach
I. Allegretto
II. Andantino
III, Andante molto espressivo
IV. Allegro
Duet: L'ange Gardien ..Cesar Franck
ss Pauline Jones '29, Soprano
tfiss Ellen Jane Lorenz '29,
Contralto
Choir: Meet and right it is
Archangekki
ive thanks unto the Lord
Op-;-,n PoMlude: Chorale in A minor
Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
May Day Resounds Abroad
With Planes and Cannon
Wellesley's Ma
:hat of Europea
nations is further still. While our si
questered American college frolii
harmlessly in the warmth of a su
long awaited, giving expression, wel
disciplined and rhythmic, or abandoned
and sportive, as the case may be, U
the vivacity which has been kept dor-
mant through the winter months, thi
European proletariat signals the ar-
rival of the first of May by giving vent
in demonstrations of unprecedented
proportions, to the smoldering spirit
May Day, which is known as Labor
Day throughout Europe, and brought
with it considerable apprehensi
in New York City,
Soviet Russia as the "day of Labor
; an example and
i encouragement to the revoluti
spirit throughout the world,"
;ng to the Neiv York Times
The city of Moscow
march of the one million armed men
comprising the vast Red Army,
through Red Square, which was ablaze
with Red illuminations, and past "the
sinister, squat, un-European
leum where lies Lenin, who
this miracle." The greatest part of the
miracle lies in the perfect organization
of the civilians who followed the armed
soldiers, men and women carrying
bayonets and rifles, marching in fault-
less military discipline, "revolution's
force, the sovereign proletariat,
trained, armed."
Despite the booming of guns all day
ng, the charging of cavalry, the rum-
bling of tanks and the whirr of en-
circling planes, no blood was shed in
Red Russia. In Poland however, five
d one hundred hurt in a
Socialist-Communist affray in Warsaw.
Vienna Communists, in the midst of
monstrations, demanded, "Free Bela
Kun!" Rome was quiet, for the first
their Labor Day
celebrated on Rome's birth-
day, April 23. Formerly May Day had
provided an outlet for the people to
ess their vigorous protest against
Fascisti regime.
ie significance of May Day, which
in Wellesley means that Spring has
spirits are overflowing
with rejoicing, is interpreted by the
respondent in Russia to
within the past four months
the
Soviet country. The Krem
Communist Parties have set
le which a
swinging back toward the
italism; "the struggle bi
Party and its t
Miss Avery Honored
Many Harvard professors have lee-
red at Wellesley in the past, and re-
ntly the compliment was returned by
Wellesley professor at Harvard. On
May 2 Miss Avery of the Art Depart-
gave a lecture at Harvard on








Occasional mention of Tree Day on
the bulletin board has probably been
the only indication to many not in the
cast that rehearsals have been going
on. They will be held outdoors soon,
and those in charge strongly urge the
cast be on time. Those who are late
for rehearsals will be charged ten
cents, as will those absent. The money
of course is to be used for the much
be-lucred swimming pool.






Doris Casey Margaret Hellman
Helen Hefferan Gwendolyn Maddocks
Priest Emily Goehst
The Queen's Attendants:
Miriam Siff Ruth Baltzell
Catherine Bloomfield Natalie Burggraf
Betty Beury Olive Cousens
Esther Dewing Katherine Gunn
Marion Knoblauck Eileen McCann
Louise Neil Eileen Shaw
H. Brannon W. Given
E. Gluck E. Goodrich
M. Griffin E. Hodge
E. Kennelly M, Laun





Alice Abbott R. Ainscough
E. Coussirat P. Chew
H. Pink P. Goodnow
J. Hemingway S. Fisk
R. Sanders D. Martin
K. Stanley V. Smith
Clouds:
E. Ballard M. Davis
E. Grimmer J. Kennedy
J. Phillips R. Stephens
D. Taylor
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
College Delegations Hold
Mock Political Convention
To the Students of Wellesley College:
Following the address of Senator
Thomas J. Walsh at Symphony Hall,
Boston, on April 12th. delegates and
students of twenty colleges there as-
sembled, organized the Eastern Inter-
collegiate Convention Council, the pur-
pose of which is to make arrange-
ments for an Intercollegiate Democrat-
ic Mock Nominating Convention, and
also if there is sufficient interest, a
similar Republican convention.
The thought of those who are ar-
ranging the Democratic Convention is
that there exists today need for a
vigorous forward looking party; that
the tradition of the Democratic party,
particularly of the leadership of Wood-
row Wilson, is Progressive and Liberal;
and that the party has been in the
past and should increasingly become
tgency of courageous Progressive
leadership to serve the country by re-
oring the idealism of the "New Free-
im" and the lost visions of the war.
We feel that a Democratic conven-
m composed of college men and
)men, held free from all improper
political influences which so frequent-
nded not only by Democrats but
Progressives and forward looking
college men and women of all parties
are dissatisfied with the present
political situation will serve as a ral-
lying point for those who wish the
Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
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charged to tuitio n fees. Moreover, it
is conceded that endowment must be
provided for the cost of research and
of graduate instraction. There would
also be still great er need for increased
scholorshlp funds
%
Some like them silk— some like them pique
Some like them printed—some like them plain
\ ..
.",
, all like them
\ V~s^~~> sleeveless
\iL J Tennis Dresses
''
, / on the courts — off the courts —
2 ! - ji^h> ."' I any Place where summer shines.
Of crepe de Chine
$16.50
50 CENTRAL STREET




R. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley i
Tel. Wei. 0566
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist
MAY SALE










THE PROPER SHOE FOR SPORTS WEAR
The kind you like-in all sizes and in low and Cuban heels
These are the real thing
in the newest weaves and




Other Shoes pricedfrom $6 to $10.50






CHILD'S SPEECH DEVELOPMENT MUSIC CALLED ART OF FOURTH
BEGINS WITH "VOWEL" CRYING DIMENSION AS CONCERNS TIM]
Dr. Karl Biihler, eminent psychol-
ogist of the University of Vienna, lec-
tured at Wellesley on April 30 on s
phase of child psychology, "The Devel-
opment of Language in Childhood,'' 2
subject of which he has been making
Language, he explained has three
fundamental functions: expression, as
when one exclaims "Aha!"; stimula-
tion, such as is caused by the word
"Hello!"; and representation of ideas.
ceeding until the last forms that qual-
ity which distinguishes the language of
man from that of the lower animals.
With the development of speech in
the child, these three fundamentals in-
terestingly develop in order. The new
born baby has but one me
pression: namely, crying, deadly
notonous because of its sole use <
vowel sounds. After two months,
sonants enter, causing babbling
meaningless, it is true, in spite of
ability to depict pleasure or displi
ure, but nevertheless the compk
material of language.
With the age of six months th
begins to form his babbling into
imitated words with scarce!;
ma-ma and tick-tock. As far
derstanding goes he cannot dh
between inflections or words, ootn
kindly speaking and scolding causing
him to smile just because it is a hu
he begins to associate different emo
tions with different words and tones
whom the word birthday meant any
pleasantly exciting occasion or feeling.
Representation Appears
It is at the end of the first year that
the third factor of language, repre-
sentation of ideas, appears quite sud-
denly. The word tick-tock comes to
mean the name of the clock. All
things have names or symbols and a
child repeats each name as it is pre-
haps he thinks he has it correctly
first he uses one word sentences
his mind can grasp only one idea
time. Then he learns certain ex
sions to compound with the nan
express more than one side of
same situation. His first sentences,
thus coming to light, are without con-
nection and confused. Gradually he
arranges them more skilfully, utilizing
words heard and often coining new
When about two years old inflection,
coming late and last in individual
speech as in the development of na-
tional language, creeps into his speech.
The elements are now all present and
the rest will be slowly assimilated.
In closing Dr. Biihler said that if
at the age of two years a child had
not yet showed signs of talking, he
should not be urged, for all this time a
will ,
foundation for his la
steadily been laid and 1
Dr. Biihler is at present visiting
professor of psychology at Harvard
University and Johns Hopkins. Mrs.
Biihler accompanied him at Welles-
ley. She is his co-worker in psycho-
logical research and has published a
number of works on the mental devel-
opment of the child. They r.
MATH CLUB GIVES PLAY
A meeting of the Mathematics Club
was held on Friday evening. April
27th. at Agora. The program consisted
of a short mathematical play Flat-
landers. The cast was as follows;
Master Ratio Marian Andrews '30
Cyclus Prances Kauffman '30
Mr. Cube Ruth Ainscough "30
Baron Multi-latus.
.. .Betty Knight '30
There were triangles, straight lines,
and polygons of various sorts, whose
parts were taken by sophomores. After





a moment have we considered it ad-
visable even to try to acquire a veneer
of culture in college with out at least
a framework knowledge of history. Few
people, it is true, can evade secondary
school requirements so successfully or
so deplorably as to arrive at college
without as much as a hazy introduc-
tion to ancient and medieval history
but 'apparently it does happen. To
those students who find themselves
woefully ignorant of the dormant cul-
ture of the Middle Ages, of the intel-
lectual rebirth and the religious re-
formation that followed, and of the
vast bearing which all Medieval in-
stitutions, life, art and customs have
upon whatever they may choose to sure
study, be it language, literature, art, or
| to students
philosophy, we suggest a little medita-
; careful and
tion upon the cultural advantages of ± tn Droe ,
the introductory course in History be-
at fflinmpnt .
we are so hard pressed for time and
energy will be confirmed by anyone not
at the moment objecting. How many
and social activities
almost superfiuently
ne cases? The impulse
girls out of the whole college could
ficiently out of the turmoil to
i and body to the more real
of life. This unending rush
Dut affect a person of normal




rest of the college enjoys the book as
a whole. The sketches of Wellesley
almost suggest Oxford or Cambridge,
yet without losing the New England
flavor which is well represented in the
sketch of Hathaway House. To appre-
ciate the other art plates thoroughly
one would almost have to take a course
in reading the plays of Eugene O'Neill,
were it not that they are important in
themselves. The O'Neill motif is a
happy one and lends unity to the pro-
duction. In remembering past Legen-
das—those back in the teens and early
twenties—one is apt to regret the for-
malization of the book. Literary effort
is not usually unappreciated, and
takes much spontaneity from Legenda.
We have enough faith in the capacities
of Legenda Boards to hope for clever
content of a literary sort. However,
with Professor Millikan honorary
member of 1929, it is altogether pos-
sible that next year's Legenda will be
built along the lines of atomic struc-
impact of college life has aft
students is without doubt the
and that first step is such an
int one that unless those
ed contribute to their utmost
the renture will not be as-
course. applies not only
t to all others involved.
,ie leojid:- jic su essential
To the
OBJECTION
To the Wellesley College News:
The Department of History finds
that its answer to the letter of the
Student Curriculum Committee was sc
give a wrong idea of the de-
; attitude toward independ-
work. The letter sent to the com-
;ee contained the following state-
its, any summary of which was—
doubt for lack of space—entirely
omitted: "Practically every cour:
Grade III offered in the department
gives opportunity for independent
.
* * * The department encour-
such individual work by offering
prizes, competition Sot &hich is
open to all seniors, either in* History or
"Ordinarily, each piece
preciation of the work of the scientists
whom they revere in its broader re-
lation to the intellectual and scientific
thought of the ages.
THE PROVERBIAL "STITCH"
Several nervous breakdowns and the
general weakened condition of upper
classmen has prompted the Hygiene
Department of the College to institute
medical examinations for juniors.
These required examinations, though
familiar to 1929, may not be under-
stood by the rest of the student body.
They include quite thorough haemo-
globin, lung and heart tests, which
have revealed various deficiencies ac-
cording to the reports of those ex-
amined. Curious cases have occurred
when tests have shown markedly dif-
ferent results from those reached by
doctors who have examined some stu-
dents at home. This has caused some
of the students to question the purpose
of the examinations and the usefulness
To any student who has suffered
these examinations, which we take to
be the discovery of any incipient in-
ternal difficulties that could be stopped
indicate the necessity of lowering the
tension of college life for everyone, is
not only of the highest order, but of
the most imperative order. That the
manner of administering the examina-
tions may be questioned on the
grounds of over-conscientiousness in
finding ailments, we do not deny. But
our own benefit, certainly cannot be
objected to by a student body which
gives any thought to the situation.
That we continually object because
ing done can serve the whole college
Destructive criticism is excellent in its
place is before using it.
There are relatively
few times when par-
liamentary procedure
Parliamentary
arise they are fairly certain to be at
extremely crucial moments. Roberts*
Rules of Order must then be taken out.
dusted off and consulted hastily. This
leads to doubts (on the part of the
the
cedure being followed
the particular crisis, and, what is more
unfortunate, to rationalization on the
part of those who wish to interpret the
parliamentary code to suit the ques-
tion, rather than suiting the question
to the proper standards of procedure.
Splitting hairs over, the niceties of
if done for the sake of political mo-
tives it can become dangerous. When
a state of general ignorance as to the
methods of correct procedure exists,
parliamentary law can be made both
ridiculous and dangerous. It would not
hurt the college to possess more than a
mere smattering of intelligence in re-
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
should be in the
Editors by 10 A. M. on
COLLEGE GOVERNMENT
r, but for an able student
or related pieces of work
e been and will be arranged run-
% through the year." "The depart-
lt encourages inter-course and in-
departmental connections, * * *
students are encouraged to select
subjects for individual work in which
ey may correlate courses within c
itside of the department."
With regard to independent work t
the department feels that it would fc
better for students desiring this to be
? candidates for Honors, with all c
privileges which this would give t
l. To such work we heartily wel
E. V. Moffett.
o the Wellesley College News:
The independent work mentioned in
le above Free Press is offered by
included in the general
ie beginning of the report. Although
e realize that the History Depart-
in independent
that the papers
tly in line with
1 defined it. The
gard to th s matter. C. G. might do included in our stated category. We
well to pay some attention to this tech- regret this misunderstanding.
so that unnecessary corn- The Student Curriculum Committee.
plications c
INVECTIVE
Being ourselves hardly To the Wellesley College News:
We hate legs.
Legenda sort we take a special We have always hated legs.
pleasure in congratulat-
ing 1928 on the publication of Legenda. the Square, on May Day afternoon, by
While ever senior immediately hast-
if her picture looks well
and her na ne is spelled correctly, the Five Seniors.
The Senate for 1928-1929
first meeting on Thursday, Mi
ginia Onderdonk, one of the Wellesley
delegates to the Conference of the Fiv
Colleges recently held here, reporte
to Senate on that conference. Of th
great numbers of subjects discussei
the one which seemed to be of th
greatest interest to Wellesley was th
problem of law enforcement. It wa
generally agreed that the best way wa
to appeal to a community rather than
an individual standard. In conned
with this Vassar's experience was
teresting. They had tried there
have no rules stated at all except that
a student must conduct herself
times as became a Vassar lady,
forced by the questions of the students
themselves they had to define
is on file in the C. G. office where
one who is interested may read i
Two new pieces of legislation
brought up for consideration, first
the rule prohibiting the attendance of
movies on Sunday be abolished,
second, that a student be no longer




Miss Eglantine M. Jebb will join the
Department of English Literature for
1928-29, coming to take the place, in
part, of Mr. and Mrs. King whose de-
parture for Wheaton College is much
regretted by Wellesley. Miss Jebb is an
Englishwoman, highly recommended by
both by Miss Helen Darbishire and Mr.
Selincourt, who need no introduc-
l at Welleley. After taking a first
« in the Honours School at Oxford,
een years ago, Miss Jebb assisted
Miss Darbishire as tutor and lecturer
Somerville College, Oxford; then she
s appointed lecturer at the Training
Department, Birmingham University,
teaching with groups of Mr. de Selin-
court's students. Miss Darbishire among
tiling, says. "She is an absolute-
ly first class person, belonging to a
family with fine traditions of scholar-
ship and public service." This refers
e family of Professor R. C. Jebb,
amous Greek scholar and Public
r of the University of Cambridge.
s. From her experience of the
methods of teaching which she ob-
led in two of the largest Honour
lools of English in this country (Ox-
i and Birmingham) and her success
a teacher in both of them, I should
>ect her to prove a welcome member
the Department of English at any
American University. She would cer-
tainly be a persona grata." A high
deference to custom we will not em-
iss Miss Jebb by printing it. As
Sheridan's The School for Scandal,
published by the Oxford University
she proves herself unquestion-





Have you asked your family?
And lastly we suggest as prerequisites
to success in the New College Golf
Statistics XOF: In Subtraction and
Condensation of Numbers.
Geology n-1: A Seminary on Neatness
and Precision in Excavation.
Botany 2%; The Unique Aspect of
Flora and Vegetabilia when shel-
tering lost ball.
Bible 1 A.D.: Dynamic Phrases from
the Ancient Hebrew.
HOME THOUGHTS FROM A CLASS
Were i a Gofumstirpus
Rumors have reached me that the
Wellesley Bolsheviks are agitating for
the establishment of an aquarium, a
dreadful thing in which fish are ex-
posed to the public eye practically un-
clothed. Still worse, this is to be an
aquarium for the young ladies of the
college, in which they may disport
themselves—I blush to think of it-
clad only in bathing suits! Why
should the young ladies of today re-
quire more of our beloved college than
did her loyal daughters of the good
old gay nineties? Why should they
wish thus to fly in the face of our
noble traditions? Is this our college,
which once served as inspiration for
one of the enduring artistic triumphs
of our land, the drawings of the Gib-
son girls? How it grieves the alumnar
radicalism, which I trust to be greatly
exaggerated.
As for this fablous aquarium idea,
my only consolation is that at the
famy cannot be perpetrated for at least
forty years. Most important, however,
is the principle of the thing. Why the
plot actually flies in the face of evolu-
to use the term before a mixed audi-
ence) being higher than the priscal
forms. And we daughters of Wellesley
have always prided ourselves on our
college's tolerance for new ideas, so
Wellesley has been a firm believer in
Evolution ever since 1912. Therefore
I am comforted by the assurance that
your paper, well-known as being always
loyal in support of the traditions of our
old college against all horrors of
aching radicalism, will help in
crushing out this nefarious scheme.
As always, (well, almost)
A Typical Loving Alumna.
Theard: She's so dumb, she thinks
Freshman Composition is a course in
Organic Chemistry.
•28 MARCHING IN '80
Deaf and dumb
)me back in the eighties
Having faced the world all. all alone.
Our gray hairs rem'niscing sentiment-
ally
lile we age in every bone.
We revisit former scenes of frolic
Where we sobbed a long trail on the
Flaming youth is left by us forever
enough.
The '28 of yore has lost its pride.
Singing softly all the old sob-stuff.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
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Fri. and Sat.. May 11 and n
"The Rush Hour'
2nd Tue*., May 14 t
'Red Hair'
Wed. and Thurs.. May H and 17
"The Gay Retreat"
Fri. and Sat.. May 18 and 19
'The Road to Romance'
THE THEATRICAL SCENE
Wednesday, May 9, saw the opening
at Brattle Hall, Cambridge, of Hassan,
the play in the Arabian Nights man-
ner. Popular in London, it failed in
New York a few years ago, owing to
mistaken interpretation and produc-
tion. There will be performances on
Thursday and Friday, May 10 and 11
at Brattle Hall, and at the Repertory
Theatre in Boston on May 12.
On May 21, Eva Le Galienne and the
company of her Civic Repertory Theat-
re in New York, will come to the
Hollis for a fortnight. Miss Le Gali-
enne will play Hedda in Ibsen's Hedda
Gabler. In an ominous, tragic piece,
The Good Hope, Heijermann's story of
Dutch fisher-folk and their master,
the sea, Miss Le Galienne will play a
Dutch girl haunted by the thought of
her lover's danger. She takes a part
of an entirely different kind in her role
of Mirandolina, the wise and sprightly
mistress of the Inn, in Goldoni's mas-
terpiece. La Locandiera. With Walter
Hampden, who brings to Boston
Caponsacchi, Enemy of the People, and
Hamlet, the week promises much to
theatregoers.
Good News, that compound of col-
legiate hokum infused with college
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
FOOD, FARCE AND FANCIFUL
DANCE ADDED TO VAUDEVILLE
Audi: inn- to Vaudeville News:
1. Food will be sold between
acts—and since there are eight e
acts—you had better bring well-lined
2. The Wilder Chorus has had
omitted from the program due ti
fact that the potential personnel of
the chorus all received invitations to
Dartmouth Spring House Parties.
3. In its place the committee has
in rhyme entitled Common Clay, with
the following cast:
Judge Frances Hamilton '28
(appropriately enough)
Jane Antoinette Deppeler '28
Detective Catherine Wagner '29
Cop Susan Shepherd '28
Steve Anne Pugh '28
Mason Mary Worth '28
Mother Marcella Sachs '31
Clerk Dorothy Knisely '28
4. The dance number by Emily Rock-
wood "29.
5. Lighting, properties and general
aid by Frances Pierce '30 and Elizabeth
Quimby '30.











A very mediocre musical mmr
The Madcap. The motif if it i;
expressed in a line of one of the songs
"For girls must live and men
give." Madame Valmont, an a*
nirnu~ widow living beyond her in
throws herself under the whee
Lord Steeple's car in order to
him. They become engaged although
Lady Mary Steeple, the sister, objects
most strongly. Madame Valmont
make herself appear young, had
about the age of her daughter who
ler mother's face. She is subjected to
much as Lord Steeple has many quaint
deas on the rearing of children. The
is finally discovered but all is
lot 1 st for a wealthy uncle turns up
vho ad always been allowed to think
that Lord Steeple had a daughter of
the s me age as Chibi really was. So
Chibi marries the nephew who had
so kind to her when he hac
thought her a child—and what plo'
could be more commonplace.
The
;ssful "but often unbelievable wi
combinations of orange, purple and
ight green. The songs are the b(
irt of the comedy with Stop Go.
'ant to Tell You a Story, and Step
Paris Blues. The dances are
active but not unusual.
Mitzi, the star, is disappomun-
all her fame but at times is very cle
'he Madcap, if one is in a frivolous
nd forgiving mood, affords an after
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Friday and Saturday, May 11th anc
12th, patrons of the Community Play-
house will see Marie Prevost and Har
and shoe polish,
Her desire to travel is satisfied in the
most astounding way; intrigue, mis-
haps, youthful romance and comedy
of tin' highest sort follow her going to
Monday and Tuesday, May 14th and
15th, the It girl makes another hit in
another Elinor Glyn story, Red Hair.
Clara Bow appears before her admiring
> a little gold-digger,
; time breaking the
three middle-aged profes-
and finally giving her own
d of the three. It is only
through her clever handling of situa-
ms that she finally succeeds to love
id happiness, after a forced midnight
Wednesday and Thursday, May 16th
id 17th, the popular comedy team of
What Price Glory are appearing in an-
ir daze and Parisian
nights. The Gay Retreat. They have
joined an ambulance corps to keep an
youthful millionaire em-
ployer, who walks in his sleep. He has
nduced to join the war by his
ambitious sweetheart. Bombardment
in a deserted castle.
girls, attacking the enemy with canned
vegetables, medals for their heroism,
await this inimitable pair on the fields
of France.






One sits back with a sigh of satisfac-
tion because at last Shakespeare has
been put on at Wellesley in a finished
manner. Lacking the mechanical real-
ism which is a besetting sin of college
productions, Henry VIII was inter-
preted with plastic simplicity and im-
The setting for most of the scenes
was simply a rich grey velvet curtain. In
brilliancy which bespoke pageantry at
its height. One of the most vivid set-
tings was used in the banquet scene.
Here in a mellow glow coming from
two swinging circles of candles was the
long low table to the left balanced by
a high-mantled fireplace to the right
Another highly original effect was
used in the execution scene of Bucking-
ham. Here he stood on the block at
the center of the stage while the cur-
tains were pulled back only a few feet
on either side. Grouped around the
block were guards who pushed and
struggled keeping off a multitude.
nil;] ui-fping could be heard from,
off-stage, and it added further to the
impression of a mob scene.
Theodate Johnson showed remark-
able versatility in covering with equal
effectiveness the range of Catherine's
moods. First as the regal mistress of
all she surveyed, then as the fear-mad-
dened queen, later as the gentle woman
endeared to her ladies-in-waiting and
finally as the soul-sick exile dying in a
foreign and unfriendly court she was
charmingly persuasive.
Henry VIII, played by Elizabeth Far-
lightfully humorous figure.
Gretel Arndt played the difficult and
demanding part of Cardinal Wolsey
with an intensity that had high-levels.
Her tall scarlet figure moved with
rhythmic grace, at times with con-
trolled passion.
Buckingham, was played by Jean
Poindexter with an imaginative under-
standing, and sincerity of the highest
degree. She later appeared as Crom-
at the downfall of Wolsey and
played the suffering friend.
Barbara Hopkins, as the Duke of
Norfolk, did a very convincing piece of
acting. As Anne Boleyn, Fanny Cat-
lett charmed her audience as well as
King Henry.
That Mr. Harold King's coaching was
in a large way responsible for the ar-
tistic finish of the production has been
widely attested. Much of its smooth-
ness was also due to the expert aid of
the people back stage.
DOROTHY ELLIN, '20
Dorothy Ellin, of the class of '20,
tio has been playing before Boston
audiences as the "smouldering" Manu-
1 The Squall, chose the two most
mate of the .Romeo and Juliet
5 to read to a select group at Mat-
thison House last Friday. The ease
he completeness with which Miss
Ellin immersed herself and the sym-
;s of her audience in the charac-
Juliet in the too-hackneyed bal-
cony scene and again in her chamber
she prepared to swallow Friar Law-
ich none but such a varied stage
were veritably gripped with Juliet's
ror at the thought of waking alone
the vault before the coming of Ro-
o is doubtless due in large part to
the long training in the dramatics of
n which Miss Ellin has enjoyed
graduations, in the title role of
Passion Flower, opposite Olga
Petrova in HurricaJie. or in Wilde's
Salome.
The program of her Wellesley read-
WELLESLEY COLLEG1
Out From Dreams and
Theories
TACK-SPITTER'S JOB FOUND
IN "BOOK OF OPPORTUNITIES"
Three thousand American occupa-
tions! Three thousand answers to that
question. "What shall I do?" That is
what is contained in the Book of Op-
portunities, the handbook of jobs. No
doubt much has been written about
business opportunities, the various







tion and to give an inkling of their
meaning." This ensemble of informa-
tion is designed to be a lamp to the
feet along the path rather than a
searchlight. The editor has tried to
avoid generalities and dogmatic ad-
vice, has attempted instead to briefly
give the truth about the actual work of
the job the chances of advancement
about the book is the way in wnicn uie
material is arranged. The occupations
are divided into six large parts, such
these is sub-divided in turn. Under
industry is fishing, under fishing is the
mackerel killer, lobster catoher, eeler
and oyster farmer! Each occupation
is minutely described as to its difficul-
ty, the physical strength needed and
the experience necessary, the locality
of the job and again its salary. Be-
sides being well arranged, the material
is written up in an interesting manner.
The author's light and racy style is
built on short, pithy sentences that
resemble somewhat newspaper feature
headlines. For example the steam lo-
comotive engineer is described as "the
aristocrat of the track, takes lives of
thousands in hands," while the yard
switch tender is one who "plays tag
But this
to help people find the j-ighb job
For the ambitious ones who wish ad-
vanced information along one specia
line the book has given lists of appro
priately helpful books written by thi
best authorities in each field. At in
tervals throughout the book also ar
scattered words of wisdom from fa
Perhaps
of the book lies in its vast nun
queer unheard-of jobs which ha'
gathered together here. The o
has written up every imaginable
men of job from the vanner ir
man and pigs' feet scrapers to the
fresco painter and the bootlegger! In
"who climbs awkward heights to tack
up banner advertising shows, needs
both hands for holding banners, so
keeps tacks in mouth and spits them at
end of magnetized hammer!"
At present this book may be found at
the Vocational Bureau in the Ad Build-
ng built there as a winter resi-
dence for King Edward V. In this
castle was born the original Prince of
Wales, who was offered when seven
days old to the discontented Welsh
people as a prince who was a native
jman. The castle is still in good
condition being a good specimen of
castle construction with its high thick
walls, hexagon shaped towers and in-
jr courtyards. Within the castle
lere used to be a large banquet hall
hose stone walls were probably dec-
ated with armor and tapestries,
hose floors were covered with skins
r rugs. Most of the rooms were small,
iwever, and were hidden away in the
wers. A trip down the Rhine through
lat much be-castled valley completed
The party then turned to the cathe-
-als, visiting first of all that beauti-
fully spired Cologne cathedral which.
interesting phase
characteristics of the medieval
cathedrals in having two spired towers,
three large doors facing the west, a
Chartres with its un-twin like
nd its marvelous stained glass
; the party visited also. Back
again in England Miss Moffett took the
Canterbury, York
pointing out how often the English
thedrals <
of a crowded village, but on a large
The group completed the tour with
a swift trip through some of the oldest
medieval towns. Through narrowly
gated thick walls they saw the old
town markets filled with produce and
flowers, they glanced at the belfrey
which used to serve as a watch tower,
they peeked down the narrow, winding,
cobbled streets, and stopped at the
gossip to Wellesley 1928.
iHE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL OF
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AND
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
A Professional School for College
The Academic Year for 1928-29 opens
Monday, October 1, 1928.
The European Travel Course
The Summer School at Oxford
From Monday, July 9th, to Saturday,
September 1st.
Henry Atherton Frost — Director
13 Boylston Street, Cambridge, Mass.
At Harvard Square
MISS MOFFETT ACTS AS GUIDE
FOR TRIP INTO MIDDLE AGES
While the Sophomores were practic-
ing the numerals 1928 on the hill Wed-
nesday evening, within the art lectur<
room a large group of history students
were travelling through the W
Ages. With Miss Moffett as their guide
they were visiting some of the
interesting medieval castles, cath<
ing first the Tower of London. One
of the oldest of all castles, the Tower
was started by William the Conqueror,
though it was not completed until the
time of Queen Elizabeth. It boasts of
a unique entrance from the rive:
Water Gate, through which ma
political prisoner was taken inti
Tower. From England Miss M




YOU can take the
biology expert's
word for that. And
you can believe the
physiology prof when
he says they are
essential to health.
You will get a good
start on your daily
quota of vitamins A
and B in a breakfast of
Shredded
Wheat
WITH WHOLE MILK OR CREAM
Our New One Price $J_.00
Shoe Policy . . ^
Delightful Shoe for Outdoor
je. in Smoked Elk. Coffee,
Broivn Elk. Blonde. Grey
SCHOOL OF HORTICULTURE for WOMEN
Who's Got *197?
It'll take you to Europe and back!
YOU'RE spending a lot on your educa-
tion. o*j Bur it's all oucofbooks. . .yet you
know you can get as much from three months'
seeing things as you can from three years*
leading . . . rhe Temple of Diana at Nimes
...ancient historyin large doses, without pain
. . . the Chateau Country, Bris itself, the
Cathedrals ... the Middle Ages come alive,
never to dicagnn.r*j You gtt a short course in
architecture .in J J ecor. i tion, too. ..and it sticks.
To Dcauville, Biarritz, Cannes... you can
readVogue withouc getting a superiority com-
plex about mother and htr crowd. ^.~ Every-
where you brush up your French, pick up gifts
...and it's all th.n-^d ,<;< totJmatton! <?+& The
French Line makes this possible with their
$197 round inp. their newly-arranged tourist
third class, where the pleasures cf Pans afloat
get you ready for those on shore.
^mj2h£\M
i DEVONSHIRE ST.. BOSTON
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
MAY DAY CELEBRATION SHOWS GEORGE ARLISS IN DIFFICULT
INFLUENCE OF SPRING FEVER ROLE IN MERCHANT OF VENICE
cess. Each class in turn contributed
to the day's festivities. Hoop rolling,
numerals, pageant, step-singing—all
blended in a common recognition of
the li'.'lUer spirit of Spring.
The speed generated by the hoop
rolling of the seniors down Tower
Court Hill hurried the hand of Time
ever so slightly. To the wondering
spectator was revealed the probable
first bride of 1928. During the
with
spurt Ann Porter left Doris Ferger far
behind and crossed the finish alone.
Congratulations!
As usual the seniors lined the ap-
proach to the Chapel; the other classes
entered between the black walls. As
Miss Pendleton remarked, the service
was exceptionally well attended—except
perhaps, by the sophomores. These
slipped quietly out of Chapel, but justi-
fied their leaving. Upon Tower Court
Green, there reposed, for the rest of the
pious world to see and hear a scarlet
and white 1928 which echoed the senior
song. The 1930 original numeral
showed another departure from tra-
dition. As if from a cinema camera a
reproduction of an earlier scene Hashed
upon the hillsides a dashing senior
rolling a large hoop
Both '28 and '30 then s
touching reminders
faith and affection.
A bit of Medieval romance enriched
the atmosphere of the afternoon. i
Crusader Lord, returning with hi
knights to his native land, found him
self the only one alone and decided to
seek a bride. Dark Eastern maids
danced for his pleasure but he scorned
them. A page arriving with glad tid-
ings was accompanied by a fair Briton
girl with whom the King immediately
fell in love. The Queen was crowned
and all rejoiced, while little peasant
children danced about the Maypole.
The King was a little disguised Peter
Hardy; Virginia Chapman, the Queen.
Eileen McGann, as the page, was the
most successful dancer.
From the Maypole the contagion of
childhood spread, and soon from
everywhere came tumbling children of
all sizes, shapes, and descriptions.
Rompered twins, sailors, fishermen, ba-
bies and baby dolls, lollipops and "en-
fants terrible" covered the green.
Several prominent people of the cam-
pus appeared in seemingly natural
roles. The ice cream cones consumed.
Lf placed from end to endt would
stretch from Tower Court in a double
loop around the lake. Yes—quite a
successful day!
The appearance of George
the Plymouth Theatre, in tin
ter of Shylock in The Merchant
Venice, will afford playgoers of I
city an opportunity to witness
acterization that is. artistically, the
most important in the career of the
English speaking
stage, and also a presentation—the
work of Winthrop Ames—that is recog-
outstanding achievement
of theatrical production
the player and the
producer are held in such great esteem
y that the production,








of the Gods, Disraeli
ton, the Rajah in The Green Goddess,
and Sylvanus Heythorp in Old English
are stamped for all time by
personality and in accordance





SOCIETIES HOLD OPEN HOUSE
AFTER MAY DAY STEP SINGING
A fitting climax to May Day festivi-
ties was provided those who attended
the Open House gatherings of three
of the societies last Saturday evening.
It was rather late before the under-
classmen began to arrive, as step sing-
ing occupied the general attention un-
til after 8:30.
T. Z. E. had obtained a real, mascu-
line, two piece orchestra, and all their
best dancers were busy and in good
form. Z. A. relied on local talent, Pete
Sedgewick, Peter Hardy, and Elizabeth
Cobb providing excellent accompani-
ment to the dancers. The chief fea-
ture consisted of Paul Jones and other
novelty dances, under the ample di-
rection of Peter Hardy. Johnny Jones
supplied the music for the gathering
at Agora, succeeding, as usual, in ac-
complishing the work of several with-
out assistance. Appropriate and de-
licious warm weather refreshments
Many members of the Sophomore
and Freshman classes welcomed the
opportunity to adventure on the terra
incognita of the usually forbidden
ground. They were far from disap-
pointed, and commend the coming




from Page 5, Col. 5)
with Eight Hundred
brief melodrama of Russian
peasant life in verse form, written with
little eye to authentic detail, by an
American, John G. Neihardt. Here
also, in her successive interpretations
of the dreamy daughter of sixteen
harsh winters in a peasant household,
of the mother, a brutal and iron-willed
woman of instinct, and of the submis-
sive father, who needed to clear his
head with a glass of whiskey when his
wife, motivated by the sack of 800
rubles, contemplated the murder of the
sleeping stranger, Miss Ellin's extraor-
dinary gifts for sincere portrayal of
depths of feeling and pathos were
given ample vehicle for expression. The
i'ia of the mother upon the dis-
t that she had in cold blood mur-
her long-mourned son could
scarcely have received more vivid-
atment upon any stage.
V light and naughty bit of dialogue,
Matter of Husbayids, by Molnar, was
excellent taste to finish off the pro-
gram. Miss Ellin gave us with effective
) is losing her hold on
affections, the worldly-
and the sang-froid of
her husband himself is engin
the trick to regain her love,
's tears of genuine and foolish 1
tress when she surprises the audience
informing the husband in question
at his wife has departed. J. S.
AN HOUR OF MUSIC
The second Sunday evening Hour of
Music, with Ellen Jane Lorenz at the
organ, gave us an effectively planned
program, interpreted with sympathy
and skill. The Franck Piece Heroique




counterpoint in the middle
trasting with
in the upper voice, arose, perhaps
through its simplicity of conception.
Organ Sonata in
style
grave beginning and lovely melodic
conventionality of
piquantly characteristic rhythms of
Salome Marche Gothique. which
turn contrasted \
impersonal
Franck, in the E Major
exposition
final
||? Zhe Blue 2)ragon ^
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.









King Lear may have looked like a
walking florist shop, but he cer-
tainly talked a full-meaning head-
line for this Coca-Cola ad:
A pure drink ofnaturalflavors-
produced before the day ofsynthetic
and artificial drinks, and still
madefrom the same pure products
Th.CocCol, Co.pa,,. A,lx,...G..




5:45 P.M. Alpha Kappa Chi House.
Meeting of Cosmopolitan Club. Inter-
national Dinner for members and theii
7 00 P.M. Shakespeare House. The
Deutscher Verein will pn-scnt a play by
Sudermann—Die Feme Prinzessin
2:00 P. M. Billings Hall. Room draw-
ing—Class Of 1931.
8:00 P.M. Zeta Alpha House. Zeta
Alpha—semi-open meeting (see above).
Sunday. May 13: 9:00 A.M. Alpha
Kappa Chi House. Student Group
meets for studv of Permanent Re-
ligious Elements in the Prophetic)
Messages. Miss Dutcher. Leader.
personal relationship.
eans all undergraduate students are
definite in their plans for future uni-
ty work, part of the problem is so
ime the undergraduate program as
sist those who have a definite ob-
in view while not unduly and
harmfully restricting or narrowing the
program of those who have not yet
made up their minds as to a future
of study must be planned with a defin-
oal in view and yet made suf-
ficiently flexible to meet the needs of
us types of undergraduate stu-
>vork of the first two years has been
Planned so that it will be preliminary
ind exploratory. Any student who sat-
isfactorily completes the work of the
freshman and sophomore years will
have gained a good general education
of junior college grade. Should he not
desire further college training, he will
have accomplished something that is
definite and most helpful in making
him an intelligent citizen. Skilful ad-
visers will come to know each student.
his needs and his ambitions, and aid
him to reach those decisions affecting
his career which will be correct.
"Another most important principle
has entered into the making of the
new program. Every effort has been
made to measure progress toward the
achievement rather than in terms of
prescribed courses, or hours, or points,
or anything of the kind."
Memorial
Preacher. Dr. Samuel V. V. Holmes, I
Westminster Church, Buffalo. N. Y.
3:30 P.M. Agora House. Meeting <
the Student Volunteers of Greater Bo;
ton. Rev. Leslie J. Adkins. recently n
turned from Turkey, will speak. A
7:30 P.M. Memorial Chapel. Musi-
cal Vespers. Special music by the
Monday. May 14: 8:15 A.M. (J
ly) Billings Hall. Current
Miss Moffett will give the revie
Tuesday, May 15: 8:15 A.M.
ing Chapel. President Pendlet
lead.
Wednesday, May .16: 8:15 A.M.
Morning Chapel. Rev. Stanley Ross
FblHT will load
3:30-5:30 P.M. Alpha Kappa Chi,
Phi Sigma and Shakespeare Societies
at home to Classes of 1929 and 1930.
Note: Memorial Exhibition of origin
al photography and water colours b
Miss Emma J. Fitz continues at th
Art Museum through May 12.
Exhibition of Drawings by Johi
Singer Sargent opens Tuesday after
Mr. Leighton Rollins, Director o
Try-out Theatre of Wellesley. will talk
on "Rhythm in the Experimental
Theatre" at Hathaway House Bookshop
ALUMNAE
'22 Madeline Van Dorn to Mr. Fred-
erick A. Moller, Stevens Tech '22.
'25 Margaret C. Blain to Mr. Ray-
mond P. Kepler. Princeton '26. Yale
Divinity School '30.
'25 Katharine Wangner to Mr. Ed
ward Warner Baldwin, Harvard '23.
'25 Mary Nash to Mr. Herman /
Brautegam, Yale Divinity School '28.
'26 Jean N. Harris to Mr. David J.
Slenker. University of Pennsylvanii
Married
'25 Virginia Berkey to Mr. Milton H.
Hartigan, April 14. in Peking, China.
ex-'22 To Alice Durham Peterson,
son, William, Jr., April 12.
Died
ex-'83 Prances Wheeler. Hill, .
OUR CONTEMPORARIES
of the following groups: I. Mathema-
tics. II. Chemistry. III. Botany; Zo-
ology; Geology."
In commenting on the change Presi-
dent Nicholas Murray Butler says:
".
. . Of the undergraduate body
in Columbia College at least three-
fourths look forward to further study,
either in the graduate schools or in
the professional schools in the uni-
versity after obtaining the baccalaur-
"These pre-professional students fol-
low programs of study suggested to
them by their advisers, with one of
. ..j .: J. !', ..-;.;.. i- ; in .-,.,-,
Silks and Harmonious Hosiery
The smartest frocks are made of course from
Thresher silks. All are style tested, fashioned
THRESHER BROS.
Temple Place — 41 West Street Boston
"Nunc est bibendum.nunc pede
libero Pulsanda tellus."—horace
Ladies: This is Latin. Latin is an Ancient Language.
It is no longer studied in colleges. You are not expected
to know what this quotation means.
Literal Translation—Strike up the band ! Now is the
time to drink. Now is the time to shake a mean pair
Free Translati
-When
uates to gather together in friendly communion, there is
only one drink, Ladies, for the occasion—"Canada Dry,"
The Champagne of Ginger Ales.
Reason;—"Canada Dry" has a delightful flavor be-
cause it is made from pure Jamaica ginger. "Canada
Dry" has no false bite, no unpleasant after-taste and is




"The Champagne of ginger zAles"
P.S.
What a difference P. S. has made in
the history of men !
For a Miss . . . even a Junior Miss . .
.
puts the important things she has to
say in the P. S. . .
.
And what does P. S. mean?
Well, in Junior Miss language it means
Peppy Style
Nothing could be more important










"The Merchant of Venice
pkices: !'vV','.x mu v/,;;, ;;:;;:;::; J!*^,'""
GRACE HORNE'S
CERULEAN BLUE




May 14th at the Wellesley Inn
"Fitting the Narrow Heel"
Andrews comer
Temple Place and Washington Street - Boston,
26 WESTON ROAD
Near Ridgeway




12 Centre Place Newton, Mass.
